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from a broad global perspective, 
rental growth has been driven 
primarily by modest economic 
improvements in an environment 
of limited new supply.

Glenn rufrano
president & ceo
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cushman & wakefield is committed to providing the highest 
quality of service to its business space clients through the 
continuous monitoring of office and industrial trends and 
practices.  this edition of office space across the world provides 
a detailed analysis of prime office property rental performance 
and occupancy costs across the globe in the twelve months to 
december 2011.

the information and data provided in this report are based on     
a comprehensive survey of cushman & wakefield’s international 
offices and the editors are extremely grateful to them for their 
time, effort and assistance.

austria                        inter-pool

BulGaria                        forton international

channel islands             Buckley & co ltd

chile                contempora servicios imobiliários

colomBia        fonnegra Gerlein

denmark         red – property advisers

estonia             ober-haus real estate advisers

finland             tuloskiinteistöt oy

Greece             proprius sa

ireland              lisney

israel               inter israel real estate consultants

Jordan michael dunn & co s.a.l

kazakhstan Veritas Brown

latVia               ober-haus real estate advisers

leBanon michael dunn & co s.a.l

lithuania          ober-haus real estate advisers

malaysia                        yy property solutions

new zealand    Bayleys realty Group limited

norway                        malling & co

peru                contempora servicios imobiliários

philippines        cuervo far east, inc

sloVenia                         slovenia invest

south africa     pace property Group (pty) ltd

switzerland      spG intercity

taiwan             repro international inc

thailand                        nexus property consultants ltd

our international representation is designed to facilitate the rapid 
flow of information across borders and is supported by a 
comprehensive database of market information and regular liaison 
meetings. this allows for the exchange of local market knowledge 
and expertise and for the co-ordination of strategy for 
international investment and locational decision-making.

this report has been prepared by cushman & wakefield and its 
alliance partners globally. the information was collected and 
analysed by the european research Group from the          
cushman & wakefield network, with particular thanks to the 
following offices:



recovery has stalled but not been 
derailed by economic uncertainty.  
owing to the supply situation, the 
second half of the year should see 
more location decisions being made.

Barrie david
european research Group
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Banking and finance occupiers 
become cautious about 
their office expansion and 
relocation plans.  as a result, 
landlords are now more 
willing to offer additional 
incentives to attract tenants.

John siu
executive director
hong kong
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GloBal summary & outlook
Global office market performance was positive in 2011 as robust 
leasing activity in the first half of the year resulted in rising rents 
in the majority of markets. this appreciation in prime rents was 
fuelled by growth within asia pacific, where rents advanced by 8%. 
elsewhere, rental growth was more muted: the americas 
registered a 4% increase and europe, the middle east and africa 
(emea) only a 1% rise. hong kong held its position as the most 
expensive location in the world, with london (west end) 
remaining in second place and tokyo in third and all three cities 
retaining the same positions as held in the previous year. 

in asia pacific, the principal chinese cities of Beijing and shanghai 
led the way in terms of rental growth. Beijing saw rents accelerate 
by a staggering 75% over the year, subsequently overtaking 
shanghai as the most expensive location in mainland china. 
however, rental performance in shanghai was far from subdued, 
as rents rose by nearly 30% over the course of the year. moscow 
also witnessed significant rental growth to secure the second 
highest prime rental rise in 2011. this was largely a result of a 
notable lack of prime space coupled with robust demand, which 
pushed rents forward by just over 40%.  

although increasing tenant activity yielded a promising beginning 
to 2011, the second half of the year saw caution within the 
occupier sector rise, and activity across a number of markets 
experienced notable slowdowns.  apprehension rose from both 
the eurozone sovereign debt crisis and the us deficit, resulting in 
demand levels easing and occupiers becoming more restrained 
when making location decisions. By the close of 2011, this 
hesitancy had spread to the asia pacific region, with caution – 
particularly from financial services occupiers – becoming 
increasingly evident in locations such as hong kong. 

looking ahead, the occupier market within emea is anticipated to 
remain largely subdued into 2012 with the core cities of london, 
paris, moscow and frankfurt outperforming other markets. 
furthermore, the shortage of prime space in a number of these 
locations will result in significant location decisions being put on 
hold until the second half of 2012. 

with occupier demand expected to remain strong in 2012, the 
Brazilian cities of são paulo and rio de Janeiro will continue to 
drive the wider americas region in terms of rental growth and 
market activity. in the us a slow economic recovery is underway, 
but any further shocks may hamper future growth. nevertheless, 
markets such as houston and san francisco are expected to see 
positive activity due to the growing presence of technology and 
energy industries. 

country rental performance
(% of countries showing)

average rent

€/sq. m./Year

382

average rental change
% Change

3%

GloBal cities with larGest rental Growth

source: cushman & wakefield 2012

source: cushman & wakefield 2012

GloBal: annual rental Growth oVer 5 years
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americas rental oVerView
rental performance across the region continued to be driven by 
expansion in south america, with Brazil in particular experiencing 
sustained growth over the year. as the graph to the right indicates, 
following the decline seen in 2009, rental levels within the 
americas witnessed slow and steady improvement in 2010 and 
2011.  

in terms of rental comparison between south and north america 
over the year, the polarisation between the two regions, most 
evident in 2010, has narrowed. rents appreciated in north 
america by almost 3% in 2011 while those in south america rose 
by 4% in the same period. although rents accelerated by nearly 
13% over the year in Brazil and by 14% in peru, this growth was 
balanced by the declining rents seen in both colombia and chile. 
in north america, rental performance was driven by the usa, 
where most of the major cities experienced steady rental growth, 
resulting in an overall increase of 4%. on the other hand, mexico 
witnessed a slight easing in rents over the year, by 3%. 

Brazil led the way in terms of the locations with the most 
prominent rental growth across the americas region, with the 
cities of são paulo and the capital, Brasilia, positioned at the top  
of the list. robust occupier demand in both areas, coupled with a 
scarcity of high-quality space, resulted in rental rises of 24% and 
21%, respectively. in third place for the region – and the city with 
the highest rental growth in north america – was san francisco, 
where rents increased significantly on the back of strong demand 
from the technology sector. the most expensive location within 
the americas, new york midtown (madison/5th avenue), also 
witnessed positive rental growth of just over 4% as demand held 
firm against a declining amount of available high-quality space.

individual country performances were mixed across the americas, 
demonstrated by the graph located to the right. however, the 
prevailing trend was for rental growth, with just under two-thirds 
of the countries seeing figures rise over the year. however, the 
effects of the global economic slowdown became apparent in 
2011, as uncertainty clouding certain markets led a small number 
of countries to witness rental declines as the year progressed. 

nevertheless, other locations remained resilient to such 
economic turbulence. cities such as new york and san francisco 
witnessed high demand stimulate healthy occupier activity, which 
resulted in rising prime rents. another notable example is Brazil, 
which continued to experience significant economic growth over 
the year as other economies weakened. Brazil’s solid conditions 
also helped to retain strong demand for office space, particularly 
from expansionary occupiers, and this pushed rents forward 
throughout 2011.  

country rental performance
(% of countries showing)

average rent
USD/sq. ft/Year

45.3

average rental change
% Change

4%
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most expensiVe locations:  all americas
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americas occupier oVerView
the americas have seen a mixture of rental trends; however, the 
majority of cities witnessed rises in prime rents over the year.  
the most expensive city in the region was new york – midtown 
(madison/5th avenue), which remains one of the principal office 
locations within the usa and consequently has witnessed 
increased occupier interest. such high demand – coupled with an 
absence in the amount of new space delivered onto the market 
– has resulted in midtown rents appreciating over the year. in rio 
de Janeiro, demand for office space remained strong, and although 
rio’s prime cBd rents fell by 8% in 2011, the city remained the 
second most expensive location within the region. a number of 
occupiers have begun looking at the non-cBd areas of the city in 
order to secure high-quality space which is largely restricted in 
more central areas. consequently, while cBd rents edged down 
in 2011, non-cBd rents came under an increasing upwards 
pressure as the year progressed.   

the us markets as a whole witnessed steady demand and solid 
leasing activity over the year, and consequently, us cities 
dominated the most expensive locations within north america. 
following new york – midtown (madison/5th avenue), 
washington, Boston and san francisco were the next most 
expensive cities. although most us markets saw minor rental 
increases in 2011, san francisco witnessed the most robust 
growth as rents accelerated by almost 20%, fuelled by soaring 
demand from high-tech and it firms. this ‘tech boom’ in san 
francisco and silicon Valley continued unabated throughout 2011, 
with demand for high quality space underpinning strong activity.

in canada, the most expensive city was Vancouver, as occupier 
demand sustained throughout most of the central canadian cities 
during 2011. in toronto, rental growth was strong as declining 
supply levels helped to alleviate stagnation in prime rents, which 
witnessed a 17% rise over the year. in mexico, leasing activity in 
mexico city has held steady over the year, with financial services 
and technology companies the most active sectors within the 
market. however, demand was largely characterised by cost-
cutting and space rationalisation strategies, and this was 
particularly apparent in the cBd areas which witnessed rental 
decline. the suburban submarkets tell another story, as growing 
demand pushed rental figures forward over the year.

in south america, the most expensive location was rio de Janeiro, 
followed by the other Brazilian cities of são paulo and the capital, 
Brasilia, with caracas in Venezuela some distance behind in fourth 
place. indeed, regional yearly performance was largely driven by 
Brazil’s buoyant rental growth. amid global economic uncertainty, 
Brazil’s domestic economy continued to advance, encouraging 
occupier interest and sustaining market activity. source: cushman & wakefield 2012

most expensiVe locations:  north america

source: cushman & wakefield 2012

most expensiVe locations:  south america
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country rental performance
(% of countries showing)

average rent

USD/sq. ft./year

59.5

average rental change
% Change

8%

asia pacific rental oVerView
following the buoyant performance seen in 2010, the asia pacific 
region continued to experience significant rental growth in 2011, 
appreciating by 8% over the year. asia pacific has seen the 
strongest regional expansion for the second consecutive year, 
helping to push the overall global rental performance upwards by 
3%. solid economic growth in the first half of the year resulted in 
rents rising in most asian countries on an annual basis. however, 
although the global economic difficulties caused activity to slow in 
a number of these markets, most locations held on to the rental 
gains witnessed in the earlier part of 2011.

as demonstrated by the chart to the right, the last two years have 
seen the region recover steadily from the significant slowdown 
witnessed in 2009. this recent growth has been driven by the 
rental rises that have occurred in china over the past two years, 
where both shanghai and particularly Beijing have experienced 
remarkable uplifts since 2009. in Beijing, prime rental rates have 
soared by 75% over the year, overtaking shanghai to secure the 
city’s position as the most expensive location in mainland china. 
this is a formidable feat particularly when considering that rents 
in shanghai west nanjing advanced by nearly 30% over the course 
of the year. furthermore, the chinese second-tiered city of 
chengdu also witnessed notable rental growth during 2011, rising 
by 24% in the cBd as the year progressed.  

robust rental performances in 2011 were not merely restricted 
to china; indeed, prominent growth has occurred across the 
region. the chart to the right highlights at least seven asian cities 
that have experienced double-digit rental expansion in 2011. in 
singapore, the office market continued its recovery from the 
downturn seen in 2008-2009 with a second consecutive year of 
significant rental growth. following the 16% rise in 2010, this year 
saw rents accelerate further, this time by 24%. furthermore, both 
the philippines and indonesia have both witnessed rental levels 
rise sharply, with the outsourcing industry fuelling demand in 
manila and the financial and mining sectors seeking prime space in 
Jakarta during 2011. 

consequently, the prevailing regional trend was a positive one 
defined by booming demand and sustained rental expansion, as 
the chart to the right indicates. from a rental growth standpoint, 
over two-thirds of the asian countries witnessed positive 
movement, with markets in malaysia and new zealand holding 
firm and only those in thailand and Vietnam showing any declines 
throughout the year.
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asia pacific: cities with larGest rental Growth

source: cushman & wakefield 2012
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asia pacific occupier 
oVerView
the office markets in asia pacific remain some of the most 
expensive across the globe. indeed, hong kong possesses the 
highest office occupancy cost in the world, with tokyo coming in 
at third place. however, as the chart to the right indicates it is 
china that currently holds the most dominance within the region, 
with Beijing and shanghai representing two of the top five most 
costly locations within asia. this surge of china’s prominence was 
led by Beijing’s remarkable annual growth rate of 75%, where 
strong occupier demand – combined with a scarcity of high 
quality space and a lack of new supply arriving onto the market 
– resulted in rents soaring over the year. the chinese economy 
continued to grow at a robust rate, and this helped to propel 
activity from expansionary occupiers seeking to capitalise on 
china’s booming market.

concerning the presence of occupiers in 2011, the outsourcing 
sector continued to show strong demand for the asia pacific 
region. the philippines particularly benefitted from this trend of 
moving operations to lower cost destinations, and as a result the 
country witnessed a notable rise in demand from Bpo companies. 
this heightened activity helped to push rents in the philippines 
forward by 14% over the year. 

one of the most active sectors over the year within the asia 
market was the banking sector. as a result many key financial hubs, 
such as shanghai, witnessed prime rental figures moving up. unlike 
its european and north american counterparts, the asian banking 
sector has largely been resilient to the turbulence hitting many of 
the global financial markets. however, the second half of 2011 saw 
the worldwide trend of slowing occupier activity hit asia, and 
consequently many financial services companies were more 
cautious. 

although the majority of locations experienced robust rental 
performance, many markets slowed towards the end of the year 
on the back of wider economic concerns. the prevailing cost 
cutting and space rationalisation strategies seen most notably in 
europe and north america became increasingly apparent within 
the asian markets during the second half of the year. occupiers 
were hesitant when locating the optimum premises for their 
operations, and because of this, certain non-cBd locations 
offering lower occupancy costs with good-quality space became 
attractive options for tenants. nevertheless, the relative strength 
of china within the region, along with the progression of both the 
Japanese and thai markets over the year, should ensure that 
economic growth throughout the region remains steady amidst 
difficulties elsewhere.  
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source: cushman & wakefield 2012. 

most expensiVe locations:  asia pacific

source: cushman & wakefield 2012. 

most expensiVe locations: north asia and india

source: cushman & wakefield 2012. 

most expensiVe locations: south asia and pacific
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emea rental oVerView
amidst eurozone concerns, the sovereign debt crisis and global 
economic uncertainties, the 2011 rental performance in emea 
was largely subdued. the region saw growth of 1%, which is an 
improvement on the 1% decline seen in 2010. however, this hides 
the disparity between the steep rental falls in some locations, such 
as the 14% depreciation seen in athens, and the significant growth 
in others, such as the 41% increase witnessed in moscow. 

as indicated by the chart to the right, although the region 
experienced a significant decline in 2009, rental performance has 
been steadily improving over the past two years. the beginning of 
2011 brought signs of slowly improving economic conditions, 
which in turn reinforced demand. however, in the second half of 
the year these fundamentals weakened, and a number of markets 
saw demand ease. 

central and eastern european (cee) saw the highest regional 
rental rise within emea with growth of 3%. however, this was 
largely boosted by the positive performance seen in russia. 
although rental levels in the middle east and africa continued 
their downward trajectory, the pace of decline was significantly 
reduced over the year. indeed, the region experienced an overall 
depreciation of 1% this year, which is strong when compared with 
the 10% drop witnessed in 2010. western europe saw a similar 
level of rental performance to that seen in the previous year, with 
a marginal uplift of 1%.

the most notable rental growth seen across emea in 2011 was in 
moscow, with oslo and Beirut in second and third place, 
respectively.  as a whole, the core western european cities 
(london and paris) remained largely resilient to the turbulence 
seen elsewhere, with rents rising and demand holding firm. 
furthermore, most of the scandinavian markets saw impressive 
rental performance over the year, with helsinki and oslo 
experiencing rises of between 12-15% and stockholm, 
Gothenburg and aarhus also recording robust rental growth in 
2011. Beirut was one of the few locations within the middle east 
that saw rents increased over the year, owing to a scarcity of high 
quality space.

despite the overall emea rental performance showing positive 
results, a country by country breakdown highlights a different, 
more mixed picture. roughly half of the countries analysed 
showed rental levels appreciating over the year and just over 25% 
saw rents declining in the same period. in western europe, the 
rental growth picture was mixed across the region with 
scandinavia showing the most positive rental growth in western 
europe whereas each of the so called “piiGs” were the only 
countries in western europe to see rental levels move down over 
the year on a countrywide basis. 

 

country rental performance
(% of countries showing)

average rent 

€/sq. m./Year

339

average rental change
% Change

1%
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emea occupier oVerView
regional performances across the wider emea were similar, with 
each area witnessing muted levels of growth. this was largely a 
result of the increasing prevalence of cost reduction methods and 
lease renegotiations in occupier activity as the year progressed. 
the most expensive location within emea was london’s west 
end, which secured the position ahead of moscow and london’s 
city submarket. the availability of high-quality space within 
london’s west end has become much tighter over the year, and 
with demand largely holding firm prime rents saw further 
movement in 2011.

the first half of the year was marked by a slow but steady 
economic recovery within europe, and this stimulated 
encouraging market activity for most european locations. 
however, economic conditions towards the end of 2011 changed 
significantly, with the sovereign debt crisis affecting business 
confidence throughout the region. consequently, occupier 
demand in europe declined steadily in the second half of the year, 
as uncertainty heightened within the market. this resulted in a 
rising number of occupiers adopting cost-cutting strategies, and 
tenants became increasingly conscious of the space they occupied. 
nevertheless, the core locations within western europe (london, 
paris and frankfurt) remained attractive to occupiers, with rents 
appreciating in the majority of these locations. this was borne out 
by both london’s west end and city submarkets as the two most 
expensive locations in western europe, followed by paris in third. 

within the cee region, by far the most expensive location was 
moscow followed by almaty, with istanbul (levent) in third 
position. there is a shortage of high quality space within moscow, 
and with robust occupier demand for the majority of the year, 
prime rents rose significantly in 2011. however, with weakening 
economic conditions, the majority of markets in the cee region 
were characterised by occupiers looking to rationalise their space 
and the desire to reduce operating costs.

although rental levels have continued to move down in africa and 
the middle east, the rate of decline eased noticeably in 2011.       
a number of markets, such as Jordan and lebanon, witnessed a 
similar pattern to that seen across the wider region of reassessing 
costs and justifying space occupation. the uae in particular 
remains oversupplied in terms of prime space. indeed, in the most 
expensive location in africa and the middle east region, abu 
dhabi, the market is characterised by supply outstripping current 
demand levels. furthermore, with additional completions 
expected in 2012 and demand levels expected to weaken, further 
rental pressure is anticipated.

most expensiVe locations: emea

source: cushman & wakefield 2012. 

most expensiVe locations: western europe

source: cushman & wakefield 2012. 

most expensiVe locations: cee

source: cushman & wakefield 2012. 
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most expensiVe location By country: cBd

country rank CoUnTRY CiTY LoCaTion occupancy cost
2011 2012  €/sQ. m./year

1 1 hong kong hong kong cBd 2026

2 2 uk london west end 1978

3 3 Japan tokyo cBd 1635

7 4 russia moscow cBd 1223

13 5 china Beijing cBd 1082

5 6 united states new york cBd 992

6 7 australia sydney cBd 987

4 8 Brazil rio de Janeiro cBd 904

9 9 france paris cBd 875

10 10 switzerland zurich cBd 809

12 11 singapore singapore cBd 783

11 12 italy milan cBd 722

14 13 sweden stockholm Birger Jarlsgatan 694

18 14 norway oslo cBd 630

8 15 india mumbai cBd 626

15 16 luxembourg luxembourg city cBd 621

20 17 kazakhstan almaty cBd 556

19 18 taiwan taipei xinyi planned area 544

23 19 Germany munich cBd 519

16 20 united arab emirates (uae) abu dhabi cBd 508

21 21 netherlands amsterdam zuidas 506

28 22 lebanon Beirut cBd 492

25 23 Greece athens syntagma square 483

22 24 spain madrid cBd 476

24 25 Vietnam hanoi cBd 452

26 26 ireland dublin cBd (2/4 districts) 447

32 27 turkey istanbul cBd (levent) 442

27 28 poland warsaw cBd 438

30 29 Belgium Brussels cBd 435

33 30 Venezuela caracas cBd 425

29 31 israel tel aviv cBd 415

31 32 canada Vancouver cBd 412

35 33 south korea seoul cBd 397

39 34 new zealand auckland cBd 385

42 35 finland helsinki cBd 384

34 36 austria Vienna cBd 381

37 37 malaysia kuala lumpur cBd 377

36 38 denmark copenhagen harbour area 366

38 39 czech republic prague cBd 361

40 40 hungary Budapest cBd 360

47 41 ukraine kyiv cBd 337

43 42 romania Bucharest cBd 332

n/a 43 colombia Bogota cBd 330

44 44 argentina Buenos aires cBd 324

48 45 portugal lisbon ave. de liberdade 311

50 46 mexico mexico city cBd 306

49 47 slovakia Bratislava cBd 297

45 48 Bahrain manama cBd 294

53 49 chile santiago las condes 282

62 50 indonesia Jakarta cBd 273

56 51 philippines manila makati 261

55 52 lithuania Vilnius cBd 255

52 53 thailand Bangkok cBd 247

57 54 croatia zagreb cBd 228

60 55 estonia tallinn cBd 227

59 56 slovenia ljubljana cBd 219

61 57 Jordan amman cBd 218

58 58 serbia Belgrade cBd 215

64 59 peru lima cBd 213

63 60 latvia riga cBd 198

65 61 Bulgaria sofia cBd 183

67 62 south africa sandton cBd 145

68 63 ecuador Quito cBd 142

office space  
across the world
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most expensiVe location By country: non cBd

country city location occupancy cost

2011 2012 eur/sQ. m./year

n/a 1 hong kong hong kong wanchai/causeway Bay 945

1 2 united kingdom london decentralised (hammersmith) 715

2 3 Brazil rio de Janeiro Barra de tijuca (non cBd) 703

7 4 russia moscow out of town 589

3 5 france paris south west suburbs 565

4 6 australia sydney north sydney 521

5 7 switzerland Geneva out of town 509

9 8 norway oslo oslo west 471

6 9 netherlands amsterdam out of town 468

8 10 singapore singapore non cBd 460

13 11 united states san francisco non cBd 430

12 12 austria Vienna donau city 360

10 13 israel tel aviv herzliya 355

15 14 sweden stockholm decentralised 337

16 15 italy milan decentralised 310

17 16 Belgium Brussels decentralised 303

25 17 poland warsaw non central locations 289

21 18 Greece athens out of town 286

18 19 canada calgary suburban 286

14 20 spain madrid out of town 283

19 21 argentina Buenos aires non cBd 277

11 22 india mumbai andheri-kurla 270

20 23 denmark copenhagen Ørestaden 266

23 24 mexico mexico city suburban 264

22 25 ireland dublin suburban 250

33 26 czech republic prague outer city 248

24 27 Vietnam hanoi Ba dinh 236

35 28 Germany munich decentralised 233

27 29 romania Bucharest decentralised 219

32 30 new zealand auckland non cBd 214

34 31 finland helsinki out of town 210

26 32 lithuania Vilnius non cBd 205

28 33 portugal lisbon decentralised 205

29 34 slovakia Bratislava non cBd 198

37 35 taiwan taipei neihu 188

41 36 malaysia kuala lumpur non cBd 180

31 37 thailand Bangkok non cBd 180

30 38 indonesia Jakarta non cBd 176

38 39 estonia tallinn non cBd 156

40 40 hungary Budapest periphery 155

42 41 latvia riga non cBd 142

39 42 south africa Johannesburg centurion 135

39 42 Bulgaria sofia non cBd 131

office space  
across the world
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2011 marked another good 
year for the Brazilian real estate 
market.  robust and growing 
demand, together with inefficient 
supply, have driven up asking 
leases, which in some areas 
reached historical highs.

mariana mokayad hanania
manager, research services south america
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americas
arGentina

the market was mostly stable during 2011, with occupier demand holding 

firm. as a result, prime rents in Buenos aires remained unchanged.

Buenos aires cBd nia usd/sq.m/mth 30.00 0% 33.45 277.31 

a tightening in high-quality space may push rents forward in 2012. 

however, 2013 should bring an increase in supply, and consequently, 

increased rents may not be sustained.

Brazil

notwithstanding the uncertainty surrounding the global economy, the 

Brazilian office market experienced buoyant conditions in 2011. solid 

demand brought an overall rental appreciation of 13%, with certain 

markets achieving record rental growth. 

são paulo cBd Gia Brl/sq.m/mth 114.24 24% 80.57 668.06 

rio de Janeiro cBd Gia Brl/sq.m/mth 130.91 -8% 92.32 765.54 

Brasilia cBd Gia Brl/sq.m/mth 99.67 21% 70.29 582.86 

a number of new high-end office buildings are anticipated to come onto 

market in the near future, particularly in são paulo. this resurgence of 

supply should boost demand, although with rents close to peaking, rental 

growth may slow.

canada

the canadian markets witnessed growing demand over the year, causing 

toronto and montreal rents to increase throughout 2011. consequently, 

many cBd submarkets are now witnessing the lowest level of available 

space seen in more than 20 years.

toronto cBd nia cad/sq.ft/year 23.30 17% 22.88 189.73 
montreal cBd nia cad/sq.ft/year 20.84 6% 20.47 169.70 
calgary cBd nia cad/sq.ft/year 26.02 -21% 25.55 211.87 

occupier demand is expected to slowly weaken across most of the 

country during 2012. the primary exceptions to this are the markets in 

the west of the country, which should retain demand – particularly calgary 

due to the recent increases in oil prices. 

Vancouver cBd nia cad/sq.ft/year 33.87 1% 33.26 275.80 
ottawa cBd nia cad/sq.ft/year 26.04 3% 25.57 212.04 

chile

occupier demand continued to suffer from considerably low vacancies of 

both Grades a and B space, leading to a 2% easing in rental growth over 

the year. 

santiago las condes nia usd/sq.m/mth 26.12 -2% 29.12 241.44 

however, 2012 should see conditions improve slightly as the delivery of 

new supply is anticipated to increase over the year, helping to push rents 

forward across most submarkets. 

colomBia

colombia’s positive economic performance stimulated office demand over 

they year, although conditions and rental levels eased towards the end of 

the year. despite this, the construction pipeline has slowed, lessening the 

availability good-quality space.

Bogota cBd nia usd/sq.m/mth 30.01 -8% 33.46 277.40 

positive demand is expected in 2012, with multinational companies to 

the fore. as a result, demand should outstrip supply, pushing rental levels 

forward over the course of the year.

ecuador

performance was stable in 2011, with activity deriving from both 

corporate and public operators. there remains a notable undersupply of 

large premises available in Quito.

Quito cBd nia usd/sq.m/mth 13.39 0% 14.93 123.77 

corporate demand is expected to remain robust in 2012, and with 

limited large floorplates available in Quito, activity may begin to pickup in 

Guayaquil, pushing rents forward in both locations.

mexico

notwithstanding solid activity levels, rents in mexico city fell by 3% over 

the year. international and financial companies accounted for the majority 

of active demand.

mexico city cBd nia usd/sq.m/mth 27.62 -3% 30.79 255.31 

performance in 2012 should be relatively similar. however, the develop-

ment pipeline may tighten, which could help to stabilise rents. 

peru

the market experienced robust conditions as rising demand – coupled 

with dwindling good-quality supply – placed an upwards pressure on prime 

rents.

lima cBd nia usd/sq.m/mth 20.00 14% 22.30 184.87 

the upcoming year should bring new developments onto the market. 

however, with many sold before completion, supply levels should be 

largely unaffected, pushing rents forward.
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americas
united states
the majority of american cities witnessed prime rents increase 

marginally over the year. however, rental growth was primarily 

driven by a 20% appreciation in san francisco on the back of strong 

demand from the technology sector.

atlanta cBd Gia usd/sq.ft/yr 26.75 1% 31.57 261.72 
Boston cBd Gia usd/sq.ft/yr 47.50 7% 56.05 464.73 
chicago cBd Gia usd/sq.ft/yr 37.63 1% 44.40 368.17 
houston cBd Gia usd/sq.ft/yr 38.08 4% 44.93 372.57 
los angeles west Gia usd/sq.ft/yr 40.56 -2% 47.86 396.83 
miami cBd Gia usd/sq.ft/yr 44.84 3% 52.91 438.71 

looking forward, most markets are expected to slow while the 

continuing economic uncertainty persists. nevertheless, demand 

levels should hold up over the year, and with certain key locations 

suffering from a shortage of prime space, rental rises are expected 

in the majority of submarkets.

new york downtown Gia usd/sq.ft/yr 44.92 1% 53.01 439.49 

new york midtown 

(madison/5th avenue)

Gia usd/sq.ft/yr 101.41 4% 119.66 992.18 

philadelphia cBd Gia usd/sq.ft/yr 26.99 -3% 31.85 264.07 

san francisco cBd Gia usd/sq.ft/yr 46.69 20% 55.09 456.81 

portland cBd Gia usd/sq.ft/yr 26.56 6% 31.34 259.86 

washington cBd Gia usd/sq.ft/yr 59.29 7% 69.96 580.09 

Venezuela

as a result of steady activity in the market, prime office rents 

remained largely stable in 2011, with caracas’s cBd experiencing 

a 2% rise.  

caracas cBd nia usd/sq.m/mth 46.00 2% 51.28 425.20 

looking forward, the market is anticipated to remain mostly 

unchanged throughout 2012, with rents holding firm and limited new 

developments helping to keep vacancy steady.

asia pacific
australia

although australia registered a 7% country growth, market perfor-

mances were mixed in 2011. for example, while demand slowed in 

sydney, Brisbane saw increased office activity.

sydney cBd nia aud/sq.m/yr 1,250.00 6% 119.06 987.21 

melbourne cBd nia aud/sq.m/yr 650.00 7% 61.91 513.35 

the outlook for 2012 is more subdued, with demand levels 

expected to ease. development activity has stalled and is not likely 

to recommence unless a pre-let agreement is secured. 

Brisbane centre nia aud/sq.m/yr 785.00 8% 74.77 619.97 

china

Both Beijing and shanghai experienced surging occupier demand, 

which resulted in significant rental rises over the year. indeed, with 

rents climbing by 75% in 2011, Beijing overtook shanghai as the 

most expensive location within china.

Beijing cBd nia cny/sq.m/mth 691.00 75% 122.39 1014.86 

shanghai west nanjing 

road

nia cny/sq.m/mth 605.96 27% 107.33 889.96 

prime rents are expected to keep increasing in 2012, albeit at a 

gradually waning pace. with supply tight and the development 

pipeline largely dry, Beijing should continue to outpace shanghai in 

terms of rental growth.

Guangzhou pearl river 

new city

nia cny/sq.m/mth 279.00 n/a 49.42 409.76 

chengdu cBd nia cny/sq.m/mth 169.30 24% 29.99 248.65 

shenzhen futian nia cny/sq.m/mth 273.00 n/a 48.36 400.95 
honG konG

although rents in hong kong cBd posted an increase year-on-year, 

it started to ease in the second half of 2011 primarily due to rising 

domestic and global economic concerns.

hong kong cBd nia hkd/sq.ft/mth 142.12 1% 219.59 1820.75 

the 2012 outlook is for occupier demand to gradually ease, and this 

should result in a subsequent decline in rental levels

india

steady activity lead to a country growth of 3% over the year. 

however, this masks the 8% rental decline seen in mumbai’s cBd, 

largely due to the increased demand seen in the regional cities. 

mumbai cBd Gia inr/sq.ft/mth 275.00 -8% 73.33 608.00 

new delhi cBd Gia inr/sq.ft/mth 257.00 3% 68.53 568.21 

Bangalore cBd Gia inr/sq.ft/mth 85.00 6% 22.66 187.93 

chennai cBd Gia inr/sq.ft/mth 65.00 8% 17.33 143.71 

although rising interest rates are slowing market activity, conditions 

should hold firm in 2012. in mumbai, demand is expected to be 

conservative due to the cautious approach of occupiers faced with 

current weak economic scenario.

hyderabad cBd Gia inr/sq.ft/mth 46.00 -2% 12.27 101.70 

pune cBd Gia inr/sq.ft/mth 60.00 0% 16.00 132.66 

kolkata cBd Gia inr/sq.ft/mth 120.00 17% 32.00 265.31 

indonesia

prime rents have appreciated by 12% over the year due to solid 

occupier demand primarily from the mining and financial services 

sectors.

Jakarta cBd nia usd/sq.m/mth 26.81 12% 29.89 247.82 

rents should continue to climb throughout 2012, although the rate 

of growth may slow due to the additional space set for delivery 

over the year.
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asia pacific
Japan

as a response to the devastating earthquake witnessed earlier in the year, 

tenant preference in the tokyo office market was for newer buildings with 

higher disaster-resistant properties. as a result, prime rents in tokyo have 

moved up by 7% over the year. 

tokyo cBd nia Jpy/tsubo/mth 45,000.00 7% 197.24 1635.46 

however, rental growth in 2012 is expected to be much more muted as a 

significant amount of new supply arrives onto market. 

malaysia

the occupational market in kuala lumpur was active during 2011, and 

although demand was prominent from a number of sectors, prime rents 

held firm over the year.

kuala lumpur cBd nia myr/sq.ft/mth 12.00 0% 45.43 376.65 

in 2012, it is anticipated that occupiers may become more cautious in 

their property decisions due to uncertainty within the global economy, 

keeping rental growth minimal.

new zealand

although high-quality space is scarce within auckland’s office market, flat 

demand kept prime rents unchanged over the year.

auckland cBd nia nzd/sq.m/mth 40.00 0% 34.79 288.44 

the outlook for 2012 is for slow and steady growth in line with economic 

expectations. however, rents are not anticipated to rise, as any upwards 

pressure will be alleviated by a reduction in landlord incentives.

philippines

the growing outsourcing market helped to drive rental levels forward 

in most locations during 2011. for example, prime rents in the ortigas 

submarket of metro manila rose by 28%.

manila makati Gia php/sq.m/mth 850.00 0% 25.50 211.42 

further rental growth is expected as the philippines remains a choice 

destination for outsourcing. this demand extends not just to metro 

manila and cebu but also to other parts of the country, which are 

increasingly sought after by occupiers.

manila ortigas Gia php/sq.m/mth 575.00 28% 17.25 143.02 

sinGapore

occupier demand was strong in the beginning of 2011, particularly from 

the financial, media and pharmaceutical sectors. however, as the year 

progressed, prevailing economic concerns weakened market sentiment, 

leaving occupiers cautious when concluding deals. 

singapore cBd nia sGd/sq.ft/mth 10.20 24% 94.39 782.69 

although prime rental growth was positive in 2011 – up by 24% over the 

year – the outlook for 2012 is considerably more subdued. a significant 

amount of new supply is due on the market in the upcoming year and, 

with an easing economy, rents are expected to decline.

south korea

there has been a notable amount of new office supply entering seoul’s 

cBd, shifting the market in favour of tenants and, consequently, lowering 

rents over the year. conversely, both Gangnam and yeouido witnessed 

rental rises due to the scarcity of high-quality space.

seoul cBd Gia krw/sq.m/mth 29,965.00 -1% 34.22 283.73 

seoul Gangnam Gia krw/sq.m/mth 27,109.00 1% 30.96 256.68 

rental performances in 2012 are anticipated to be mixed. while Gangnam 

and yeouido are anticipated to experience growth, seoul’s cBd should 

see a further vacancy rises resulting in falling prime rents.

seoul yeouido Gia krw/sq.m/mth 20,750.00 7% 23.70 196.47 

taiwan

in line with the economic slowdown, rental growth within taipei was 

minimal in 2011. the xinyi planned area remained the main focus for 

occupiers, particularly from financial services companies.

taipei cBd (xinyi 

planned area)

Gea twd/ping/mth 4,379.00 0% 60.48 501.46 

with no new Grade a space expected to arrive onto the market until 

2013, prime rents are anticipated to rise over the coming year.

thailand

despite recent flooding within thailand, the Bangkok cBd has barely 

been affected. in 2011, occupier demand remained solid, and as a result 

rental levels were largely unchanged. 

Bangkok cBd Gia thB/sq.m/mth 714.00 0% 29.77 246.85 

prime rents are anticipated to rise in 2012 on the back of an improving 

economy and a more settled political environment. Growth should 

be further supported by the declining level of new supply available on 

market.
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asia pacific
Vietnam

prime rents in the majority of locations witnessed steady decline 

throughout the year. the notable exception to this was in hanoi cBd, 

where values increased by 7% in 2011.

ho chi minh city 

cBd

nia usd/sq.m/mth 35.00 -22% 39.02 323.52 

rents are anticipated to fall in a similar fashion in 2012. hanoi remains the 

exception, as the significant expected supply in the city will not complete 

in 2012.

hanoi cBd nia usd/sq.m/mth 44.50 7% 49.61 411.34 

europe
austria

rental performance in austria was solid, increasing by 3% over the year. 

however, tenant activity slowed in the second half of 2011 on the back of 

growing economic uncertainty.

Vienna central Gia eur/sq.m/mth 23.50 4% 40.01 331.76 

occupier demand is expected to be subdued in 2012 as a result of the 

continuing uncertainty in the economy, and therefore, rents are anticipated 

to ease in 2012.

innsbruck cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 11.00 2% 18.73 155.29 

BelGium

the Belgian market finished the year strongly in 2011, with rental growth 

occurring in both Brussels and antwerp. in Brussels, demand from the 

public sector was the main driver of occupier activity.

Brussels Quartier 

leopold

Gea eur/sq.m/yr 285.00 8% 42.46 352.06 

surprisingly, the eurozone uncertainty and the resultant increase in 

regulations have had a positive effect on the Brussels market, stimulating 

additional requirement for office space. therefore, the market should also 

remain active during 2012.  

antwerp centre Gea eur/sq.m/yr 145.00 7% 21.60 179.12 

BulGaria

despite weakened market fundamentals persisting over the year, prime 

rents in sofia eased down by 2% in 2011. landlords continued to offer 

generous incentive packages rather than reducing rents.

sofia cBd Gea eur/sq.m/yr 144.00 -2% 21.54 178.56 

the market is anticipated to remain subdued into 2012, with many 

occupiers remaining cautious when making location decisions and keeping 

rental growth minimal. 

croatia

as croatia suffered from the effects of a recession, cost-efficiency 

strategies remained key features for occupier demand in 2011. with 

activity low and demand constrained by economic factors, rents just about 

held firm over the year.

zagreb cBd nia eur/sq.m/mth 16.00 0% 23.16 192.00 

minimal growth is expected for the croatian economy, which should 

sustain the weak market performance seen in 2011 with the risk of rental 

compression.

czech repuBlic

prime rents remained unchanged over the year on the back of subdued 

leasing activity. occupier demand has been slow but steady, with the 

economic uncertainty causing hesitancy within the market.

prague cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 21.00 0% 35.86 297.36 

the outlook is for market conditions to remain similar in 2012. 

Government austerity measures should ease economic activity and keep 

demand largely quiet. 

Brno cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 12.00 0% 20.49 169.92 

denmark

activity in copenhagen was robust in first half of 2011; however, economic 

uncertainty grew as the year progressed, which compressed demand and 

lead prime rents to depreciate by 5%.

copenhagen harbour 

area

Gea dkk/sq.m/yr 1,800.00 -5% 36.08 299.17 

with economic conditions resonating into 2012, occupiers may adopt a 

‘wait and see’ attitude when approaching location decisions, which could 

impact rental values.

aarhus cBd Gea dkk/sq.m/yr 1,200.00 9% 24.05 199.44 

estonia

occupier demand was positive throughout the majority of 2011, and as a 

result this led to a 4% appreciation in prime rents in tallinn’s cBd. 

tallinn cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 12.00 4% 20.49 169.92 

however, economic growth is anticipated to decline sharply in 2012, and a 

slowing market should keep any rental movements to a minimum. 
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finland

the finnish market was characterised by strong rental growth in 2011, 

although the rate of appreciation eased in the second half of the year. 

nevertheless, rents rose by 12% over the year in helsinki’s cBd.

helsinki cBd nia eur/sq.m/mth 28.00 12% 40.52 336.00 

however, occupier demand is expected to be subdued in 2012 due to 

prevailing economic uncertainties. therefore, minimal rental growth is 

anticipated, although it may improve if economic conditions recover. 

france

the french office market witnessed leasing activity rise in 2011, and with 

limited new supply in the more sought after locations, rents have increased 

in many ile-de-france submarkets. 

paris cBd nia eur/sq.m/yr 800.00 5% 96.49 800.00 

paris la defense nia eur/sq.m/yr 580.00 2% 69.95 580.00 

for the short term, solid demand should keep the market largely resilient 

to the economic troubles seen elsewhere. however, the continuing 

eurozone uncertainty could begin to ease demand. 

lyon cBd nia eur/sq.m/yr 260.00 0% 31.36 260.00 

marseille cBd nia eur/sq.m/yr 240.00 4% 28.95 240.00 

Germany

Germany’s positive economic performance has kept occupier activity 

robust and, consequently, led to higher rents in most cities. this is 

particularly evident in Berlin, which has seen demand momentum build for 

the innovative industries.

Berlin cBd nia eur/sq.m/mth 21.50 2% 31.12 258.00 

frankfurt cBd nia eur/sq.m/mth 34.00 -3% 49.21 408.00 

hamburg cBd nia eur/sq.m/mth 23.50 4% 34.01 282.00 

falling unemployment rates are anticipated to keep market sentiment 

steady in 2012, leading to a continued growth in demand and instigating 

further rises in prime rents.

munich cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 30.50 5% 51.93 430.59 

dusseldorf cBd nia eur/sq.m/mth 24.00 4% 34.73 288.00 

Greece

Greece’s deteriorating financial situation yielded sluggish market conditions 

in 2011. limited activity was underpinned by the prevalence of lease 

renegotiations and the lack of demand for new space, leading to a 14% 

rental drop in athens.

athens syntagma Gea eur/sq.m/mth 24.00 -14% 42.91 355.76 

as the Greek economy continues to weaken, the occupier market is 

anticipated to witness further rental declines on the back of low demand 

driven by consolidation. 

hunGary

occupier demand in Budapest was fuelled by space consolidation rather 

than business expansions. consequently, limited activity levels kept prime 

rents firm over the year.

Budapest cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 21.00 0% 35.76 296.47 

cost-cutting strategies are anticipated to remain prevalent for market 

activity in 2012. however, an easing pipeline and a resultant decline in 

prime availability should hamper significant rental falls.

debrecen cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 11.00 0% 18.73 155.29 

ireland

despite the difficult economic climate, the dublin occupier market was 

significantly more active in 2011 than in 2010.  nevertheless, prime rents in 

dublin’s 2/4 districts still fell by 5%.

dublin 2/4 district nia eur/sq.m/yr 307.00 -5% 37.03 307.00 

the amount of prime space within dublin is anticipated to decrease if 

current demand levels are sustained. as a result, prime rents are expected 

to stabilise over the course of the year.

dublin ifsc nia eur/sq.m/yr 194.00 -10% 23.40 194.00 

cork lapps Quay nia eur/sq.m/yr 200.00 0% 24.12 200.00 

italy

occupier demand has been largely subdued over the year in the core 

office locations of milan and rome. consequently, prime rents have eased 

down by 2% in both cities.

rome centre Gea eur/sq.m/yr 490.00 -2% 73.28 607.60 

the outlook for 2012 anticipates for current conditions to continue. 

concerns remain regarding the italian economy, and this has seen caution 

rise in the occupational market.

milan centre Gea eur/sq.m/yr 540.00 -2% 80.76 669.60 

kazakhstan

kazakhstan, largely unaffected by global economic uncertainty, recorded 

positive growth over the year. occupier demand in almaty has expanded 

due to both cost optimisation tactics and new tenants entering the market. 

almaty cBd Gia usd/sq.m/mth 45.00 13% 59.20 490.83 

the already limited amount of prime space is anticipated to dwindle 

even further as demand continues to rise. heightened competition for 

properties should push headline rents forward in the year ahead.
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latVia

with latvia seeing encouraging economic growth throughout the year, 

sentiment remained largely positive in the office market, helping to 

sustain stable rental figures. 

riga cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 12.00 0% 20.49 169.92 

however, economic growth is anticipated to slow in 2012 on the back 

of continued uncertainty within the eurozone, and consequently, market 

conditions may lose momentum.

lithuania

lithuania witnessed a steady economic recovery over the year, which 

broadened office market demand and helped to lift rents by 2% in the 

Vilnius cBd. 

Vilnius cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 14.00 2% 23.91 198.24 

however, continuing economic concerns are expected to hamper 

activity levels witnessed in 2011. this should result in an easing of market 

sentiment and may halt rental growth.

luxemBourG

prime rents were unchanged over the year as occupier demand eased. 

the luxembourg market is dominated by the financial services sector, 

and with the sustained european economic difficulties, demand from this 

sector has fallen.

luxembourg city cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 38.00 0% 64.70 536.47 

therefore, the outlook for 2012 is for performance to be much the 

same as in 2011, particularly so if conditions within the financial markets 

remain uncertain.

netherlands

the netherlands office market was relatively stable during 2011.  

however, sentiment was less positive in the second half of the year as 

economic difficulties within the eurozone became more pronounced.

amsterdam zuidas Gia eur/sq.m/yr 360.00 0% 51.08 423.53 

prime rents in amsterdam were unchanged over the year as demand 

was steady. in 2012, this pattern is expected to continue, with prime 

rents holding firm throughout the year. 

rotterdam cBd Gia eur/sq.m/yr 180.00 0% 25.54 211.76 

norway

the norwegian economy witnessed steady growth over the year, and 

this has been reflected in rising occupier demand. as a result, prime 

rents in oslo have continued to move up by 15% in the cBd submarket.

oslo cBd Gia nok/sq.m/yr 3,800.00 15% 69.59 577.05 

although good-quality properties in prime oslo areas remains limited, 

more space is anticipated to come onto market the latter half of 2012. 

this is expected to both ease the pressure on supply and the rate of 

rental growth during 2012.

Bergen cBd Gia nok/sq.m/yr 2,000.00 0% 36.63 303.71 

poland

prime rental growth in poland was driven by increased activity and 

positive economic conditions within the capital city, warsaw, over the 

year. with solid levels of occupier demand, rents rose in warsaw by 6% 

in 2012.

warsaw cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 26.00 6% 44.27 367.06 

krakow cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 15.00 0% 25.54 211.76 

the outlook for the polish economy is for slow and steady growth 

in 2012. however, demand for prime space is expected to remain for 

warsaw, leaving activity in other areas largely subdued.

wroclaw cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 15.00 0% 25.54 211.76 

portuGal

the turbulent economic environment in portugal resulted in subdued 

occupier demand in 2011. consequently, activity levels were muted and 

rents eased down by 6% across the country.

lisbon av de liberdade Gia eur/sq.m/mth 18.50 -3% 31.50 261.18 

the current economic outlook anticipates a difficult 2012 for the 

portuguese office market. with occupier demand at such low levels, 

prime rents are expected to see no growth in the upcoming year

porto cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 13.50 -10% 22.99 190.59 

romania

although sluggish economic conditions dominated most of 2011, the 

market witnessed declining vacancy from sustained demand and a lack of 

new supply, which helped to maintain rents throughout the year.

Bucharest cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 18.50 0% 31.50 261.18 

economic growth is anticipated for 2012, albeit at low levels, and this 

should help gradually push rents forward in Bucharest. 

timisoara cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 11.50 0% 19.58 162.35 
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russia

demand for high-quality space continued throughout 2011, although the 

pace of growth has slowed over the year. prime rents increased by 41% in 

moscow as demand outstripped supply mostly in the first half of the year.

moscow cBd Gia usd/sq.m/yr 1,200.00 41% 131.16 1087.48 

the outlook for 2012 is for largely muted rental growth. occupier 

activity is expected to be subdued, with economic uncertainties and the 

forthcoming presidential perpetuating caution within the market.

serBia

uncertainty clouding both the economy and business sentiment lead to a 

weak occupier market for 2011, resulting in a 6% drop in rents.

Belgrade cBd Gia eur/sq.m/yr 180.00 -6% 25.62 212.40 

with unemployment anticipated to remain high, cost-cutting strategies 

should remain the primary driver behind already-low occupier activity.   

as a result, further rental compression is expected in 2012.

sloVakia

weak business confidence significantly reduced occupier activity in 

2011. the market was characterised by lease renegotiations rather than 

expansions, which kept prime rents stable over the year.

Bratislava cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 17.00 0% 29.03 240.72 

with rising inflation and further economic uncertainty, business 

confidence is expected to remain low. as a result, market conditions 

should continue to be subdued into 2012.

sloVenia

with a weak economy and unemployment reaching record highs, the 

office market witnessed limited activity and deteriorating demand in 2011, 

leading to a 10% fall in rents.

ljubljana cBd Gia eur/sq.m/mth 13.50 -10% 23.06 191.16 

uncertainties surrounding the economy are anticipated to affect business 

confidence, and this could translate into another subdued year for the 

market.  

spain

difficult economic conditions in spain have seen business confidence ease 

over the year. consequently, demand has slowed in both Barcelona and 

madrid, leading to rental decreases of between 4-5% in 2011.

madrid cBd Gea eur/sq.m/yr 324.00 -4% 48.45 401.76 

amidst new austerity measures, the economic outlook remains largely 

uncertain, and this is expected to translate into weakened occupier de-

mand. as a result, prime rents may experience further reductions in 2012.

Barcelona cBd Gea eur/sq.m/yr 222.00 -5% 33.20 275.28 

sweden

for the majority of the year, the swedish market saw steady occupier 

demand and, coupled with a declining availability of space, prime rents in 

stockholm rose by 10%.

stockholm Birger 

JarlsGatan

Gia sek/sq.m/yr 4,600.00 10% 73.34 608.11 

however, the outlook for rental growth in 2012 is slightly more subdued, 

with occupier demand expected to be largely muted as a result of wider 

economic concerns. 

Gothenburg cBd Gia sek/sq.m/yr 2,400.00 9% 38.26 317.28 

switzerland

rental performance in the two main cities has been polarised in 2011, 

with rents in Geneva appreciating on the back of robust demand, whereas 

those in zurich declined from the prevalence of cost-cutting and space 

rationalisation. 

zurich cBd Gia chf/sq.m/yr 775.00 -3% 90.58 751.10 

it is anticipated that both of the primary markets will continue the 

performance trends witnessed in 2011. the swiss economy has sustained 

positive fundamentals, although uncertainty in the surrounding european 

region may restrict occupier demand.

Geneva cBd Gia chf/sq.m/yr 775.00 3% 90.58 751.10 

turkey

domestic demand has boosted economic growth in turkey, which in 

turn helped to sustain a robust market and resulted in increased rents in 

central istanbul submarkets.

istanbul european side 

(levent)

Gea usd/sq.m/yr 456.00 6% 52.53 435.56 

looking forward, a lack of good quality supply -- particularly in istanbul 

– is anticipated to continue the upwards pressure on rental levels as 

demand is expected to remain steady. 

ankara cBd Gea usd/sq.m/yr 252.00 0% 29.03 240.70 

office space across the world 2012
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ukraine

the market witnessed growing demand for city-centre office space in 

kyiv, which helped to push rents forward by 2% in 2011.

kyiv cBd nia usd/sq.m/yr 430.00 2% 39.95 331.23 

with multiple office projects set to commence construction in 2012-13, 

it is anticipated that supply levels should balance occupier demand, 

sustaining slow but steady rental growth.

united kinGdom

the prime central london market was largely resilient to the global 

economic difficulties in 2011, where increasing rents were underpinned 

by rising demand and a limited amount of available space. performances 

were mixed throughout the rest of the country, with some regional cities 

seeing positive growth while others declined.

london west end nia GBp/sq.ft/yr 102.50 8% 159.29 1320.84 
london city nia GBp/sq.ft/yr 55.00 0% 85.47 708.75 

manchester cBd nia GBp/sq.ft/yr 29.00 2% 45.07 373.70 

Birmingham cBd nia GBp/sq.ft/yr 27.50 -5% 42.74 354.37 

market activity is anticipated to moderate slightly in 2012, with the 

occupational sector weakening and demand easing. nevertheless, the 

dwindling supply of good-quality space should sustain an upwards 

pressure on headline rents in specific submarkets. 

Belfast cBd nia GBp/sq.ft/yr 12.50 0% 19.43 161.08 

edinburgh cBd nia GBp/sq.ft/yr 27.00 0% 41.96 347.93 

Glasgow cBd nia GBp/sq.ft/yr 29.00 0% 45.07 373.70 

st.peter port cBd nia GBp/sq.ft/yr 42.50 0% 66.05 547.67 

middle east
Bahrain

in manama, falling business confidence resulted in a 9% decline in rents 

over the year.

manama cBd nia Bhd/sq.m/mth 10.00 -9% 29.57 245.20 

with demand remaining steady for good-quality office space in secure 

locations, albeit at a reduced level, this should help to improve and 

stabilise falling rents.

israel

the tel aviv office market recorded a solid rental performance in 2011, 

with demand holding firm on the back of a limited availability of prime 

space. 

tel aviv cBd Gea nis/sq.m/mth 90.00 2% 32.41 268.77 

with turbulence in the global economy, office sector outlook remains 

uncertain. conditions may be worsened by a high amount of Grade a 

stock expected onto market throughout the year.

tel aviv (ramat 

hahayal)

Gea nis/sq.m/mth 70.00 0% 25.21 209.04 

Jordan

the market continued to suffer from flat demand and oversupply. 

however, the majority of this space is of lower grade, and consequently 

good-quality supply levels are dwindling

amman cBd Gea usd/sq.m/yr 200.00 0% 23.04 191.03 

conditions are anticipated to continue largely unabated in 2012. with 

supply levels remaining a concern, rental growth should be minimal over 

the year.

leBanon

political unrest had a slowing effect in Beirut, with activity largely 

comprised of consolidations and relocations. however, a lack of good-

quality supply helped rents to appreciate in 2011.

Beirut cBd Gea usd/sq.m/yr 450.00 13% 51.64 428.19 

the outlook for 2012 is for similar conditions to remain, with demand for 

smaller floor-plates anticipated to rise in order to keep costs minimal.

south africa

despite rising vacancy rates nationwide, the prime office market 

experienced a positive performance over the year, helping to stabilise 

rents.

durban cBd nia zar/sq.m/mth 50.00 0% 6.90 57.25 

durban la lucia/Berea nia zar/sq.m/mth 100.00 0% 13.81 114.50 

cape town cBd nia zar/sq.m/mth 85.00 0% 11.74 97.32 
amidst an inflating vacancy there persists a growing shortage of Grade 

a space, and combined with sustained demand, prime rents should hold 

firm in 2012.

cape town Belville nia zar/sq.m/mth 75.00 0% 10.36 85.87 

Johannesburg cBd nia zar/sq.m/mth 65.00 0% 8.98 74.42 

sandton cBd nia zar/sq.m/mth 126.25 0% 17.43 144.55 

united araB emirates
in dubai conditions improved in 2011, with demand holding up for free-

zone areas despite a general market oversupply. in abu dhabi, new office 

developments arriving onto market weakened prime rents.

abu dhabi cBd nia aed/sq.m/yr 2,200.00 -12% 55.64 461.39 

in both markets, further office construction is anticipated for 2012. 

this is expected to exacerbate the continuing oversupply and place a 

compressing pressure on rents.

dubai cBd (excluding 

difc)

nia aed/sq.ft/yr 170.00 -6% 46.28 383.76 
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exchanGe rates
country local currency us$ euro country local currency us$ euro

Brazil real (Brl) 0.5361 0.4130 denmark krone (dkk) 0.1747 0.1345

canada dollar (cad) 0.9820 0.7565 norway kroner (nok) 0.1676 0.1291

australia dollar (aud) 1.0252 0.7898 sweden krona (sek) 0.1459 0.1124

china renminbi (cny) 0.1589 0.1224 switzerland franc (chf) 1.0694 0.8238

hong kong dollar (hkd) 0.1288 0.0992 united kingdom pound (GBp) 1.5540 1.1972

india rupee (inr) 0.0188 0.0145 Bahrain dinar (Bhd) 2.6525 2.0433

indonesia rupiah (idr) 0.0001103 0.0000850 israel shekel (ils) 0.2615 0.2015

Japan yen (Jpy) 0.0130 0.0100 south africa rand (zar) 0.1239 0.0954

malaysia ringgit (myr) 0.3155 0.2430 uae dirham (aed) 0.2722 0.2097

new zealand  dollar (nzd) 0.7801 0.6009 eurozone euro (eur) 1.2982 1.0000

philippines peso (php) 0.0228 0.0176 united states dollar (usd) 1.0000 0.7703

singapore  dollar (sGd) 0.7712 0.5941

south korea won (krw) 0.0008680 0.0006686

taiwan  dollar (twd) 0.0330 0.0254

thailand Baht (thB) 0.0317 0.0244

source:  financial times, 31st december 2011.  all currencies to four decimal places unless stated.

nia (net internal area)

Gia (Gross internal area)

Gea (Gross external area)

for each location a standard definition of a prime unit is 
employed to endeavour to make the results as comparable as 
possible given varying local practices.  rents are often quoted on 
different measurement basis and for this reason we have 
standardised the office rents used in this guide by adjusting the 
rent to a net internal area basis.  some countries quote their 
rents inclusive and some exclusive of service charge and property 
taxes, so in order to make a more detailed comparison across 
regions, the total occupancy costs should be used.  cBd office 
figures relate to new prime centre, high specification units of a 
standard size commensurate with demand in each location.   the 
non cBd zone is a distinct office submarket, principally serving 
corporate rather than local users but may be complementary or 
competing with the cBd itself. it is not necessarily abutting the 
principal cBd, however it is located within the immediate sphere 
of influence of the city. 

the net internal areas figures have been calculated by 
standardising the floorspace measurements on which the quoted 
rent is based.  there are various efficiency rates that are relevant 
to different countries and we have used a standard for each 
country (unless stated).  cushman & wakefield asia quote all 
rents on a net usable area and quote effective rents, which takes 
into account rent free period or capital contributions where 
appropriate, security deposits are not included.  these rents have 
not been adjusted.  direct class a rents are quoted in all us 
locations. rents have been expressed in us$ per sq. ft per year 
and euros per sq. m per year, converted using exchange rates as 
at december of the relevant year.  rental growth figures are 
quoted in local currency unless otherwise indicated.  total 
occupancy costs take into account service charges and local taxes 
to allow direct comparison between countries.

technical specifications
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research reports

european cities monitor

marketBeat snapshots

main streets across the world

industrial space across the world

international inVestment atlas

a detailed analysis of retail property rental performance across the globe, 

with a strong focus on the occupational market.  the report covers over 

40 countries and 240 locations and also looks at regional trends.

analysis of the global industrial market fundamentals and its main trends 

for the year ahead.  the report’s main focus is on prime industrial rental 

performance and occupancy costs across the globe.  it ranks the most 

expensive locations across the world in which to occupy industrial space.  

the report also provides a brief country overview for all countries 

analysed.  

a review of global investment markets, country by country, detailing 

market characteristics and key data, recent trading activity and market 

outlook.

a long standing market survey based report looking at europe’s top office 

markets, the factors determining success and occupiers views as to how 

each city ranks on these factors.  specific topics of note are considered 

each year.

one page summary including rent and yield information on various 

european countries for economic, office, industrial and retail sectors.

GloBal forecastinG report

a review of global investment markets, country by country, detailing 

market characteristics and key data, recent trading activity and market 

outlook.

what’s in store?  european retail report

an analysis of the pan european retail market and an assessment of how it 

may perform in the year ahead, including occupier and consumer trends.

office space  
across the world
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cushman & wakefield is the world’s largest privately-held commercial real estate services firm.  the company advises 
and represents clients on all aspects of property occupancy and investment, and has established a preeminent position 
in the world’s major markets, as evidenced by its frequent involvement in many of the most significant property leases, 
sales and assignments.  founded in 1917 it has 235 offices in 60 countries and more than 14,000 employees.  it offers a 
complete range of services for all property types, fully-integrated on a global basis, including leasing, sales and acquisitions, 
debt and equity financing, investment banking, corporate services, property management, facilities management, project 
management, consulting and appraisal.  the firm has more than $5.5 billion in assets under management through its 
wholly-owned subsidiary cushman & wakefield investors.  a recognized leader in local and global real estate research, the 
firm publishes its market information and studies online at :  
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markets or developments contained in this material.  the information on which this report is based has been obtained 
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that the information is accurate or complete. 
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